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Edward Harper Parker (1849-1926) worked for the British consular service in China from 

1869-75 and 1877-95. He was subsequently Reader in Chinese at the University of Liverpool 

(from 1896) and Professor of Chinese at the University of Manchester (from 1901). The 

photos in this collection are from a variety of sources, and range in time from across Parker’s 

life. 

 

There are about 500 photos in the collection. These are a mixture of original photographs, 

prints, and pictures removed from newspapers, magazines and journals. The subjects of the 

photos are many and varied. Most are of China, but other Asian countries are represented too, 

particularly Japan, Korea and Burma. They feature both places and people, some well-known 

and others far less so. There are also many photos of Europe, mostly showing famous 

landmarks. Other regions of the world, including North America and the Middle East, also 

feature.  

 

I have produced a brief description of each item that identifies, where possible, the place or 

person featured in the photo, the date it was taken, and the significance of any notes or 

descriptions included with that photo. I have also created categories by which the photos 

might be grouped. These categories indicate the part of the world featured in the photo (either 

broadly or, in the case of the China photos, more precisely), as well as their origin (i.e. 

whether privately or commercially produced, and who the photographer was, if known). The 

categories are as follows: 

 

China – Parker 

It is not certain that Parker took the photos in this category, but they feature places where he 

worked during his time in the Consular Service, and are taken around the times he was in, or 

near, those places. They are also of a similar type and size. The places featured in these 

photos include Beijing, Fuzhou, Wenzhou, Guangzhou and Jiujiang. They range in date from 

1869 to 1884. 

 

China – Henan 

This category contains two sets of photos of locations in Henan province. One set contains a 

note stating they were taken by someone called Ainscough, who I have not been able to 

identify further. The other set contains labelling in Chinese, but the photographer is not 

identified. Neither set is dated. 

  

China – Shandong 

This category contains two sets of photos of locations in Shandong province, mostly featuring 

places in Qufu (the birthplace of Confucius). Neither the photographer nor the date of the 

photos are provided for either set. 

  

China – Beijing and Manchuria 

This category contains a set of photos of Beijing, Shenyang and Harbin (cities in north-east 

China), and the countryside around them. Neither the date nor photographer are identified, 

but certain features of the photos, such as the electric cables that can be viewed in some of 

the photos of Beijing and Shenyang, might allow a date to be deduced by someone familiar 

with the history of these cities. 



  

China – other photos 

These are mostly individual photos or small sets. They are of various ages, and feature 

different places. Among them is a set taken by J.A. Jackson, identified by a note on the 

reverse of one of the photos as a former student of Parker at the University of Manchester 

(which means they were taken after 1901). Under this category are also the originals of 

photos that were later reproduced for use in some of Parker’s books. 

  

China – Portraits 

These are mostly postcards or prints from magazines that portray figures connected to the 

Republican government (formed after 1911), including politicians, military officials, and 

reformers. A letter from Parker’s daughter (included in this collection, ref. EHP 14.70), 

written after her father’s death, states that he had been planning to write an account of the 

period in China following the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1911, so these portraits may have 

been intended to aid this project.  

 

There are also a few original portraits included under this category, including one of a 

Chinese man identified by Parker as ‘Mr Law’ (ref. EHP 13.47n). In his book John 

Chinaman (p. 206) Parker says that he knew this man while they were both living in London, 

during 1868. If the photo was taken at this time, this would make it the oldest in this 

collection. 

  

China – Other prints 

The pictures under this category were mostly taken from magazines and journals at various 

points in time, and feature a number of different places and objects from China. They include 

reproductions of prints used as illustrations in Parker’s books. 

  

Burma – Parker 

It is not certain that Parker took the photos in this category, but they are of a similar type and 

size to his China photos, and seem to correspond with his stay in Burma (1892-3) when he 

worked as Adviser to the Indian Government on Chinese Affairs. 

  

Burma – other photos 

Two distinct sets can be identified: the first has the initials ‘J.B.’ on the reverse of the photos; 

the second can be identified by a distinctive handwriting that appears on the reverse of the 

photos. However, it has not been possible to identify a date or photographer for either set. 

 

Photos from other countries 

These have been divided into further categories: Japan; Korea; Southeast Asia; Middle East; 

Central Asia; Europe; North America). Many of these, particularly those featuring locations 

in Europe, date to a period (1875-77) when Parker returned from China to study at the 

Temple Bar, and also appears to have done a lot of travelling. Most of the photos in these 

categories are prints collected from various sources. 

  

Unidentified 

These are photos with no, or unclear, labels or notes, and which I have not been able to 

identify from their content. 

 

 



I have kept the photos in the order that I found them in. This order can appear confusing 

when viewed on the spreadsheet. This is partly due to Parker’s idiosyncratic arrangement. A 

number of the photos are pasted onto pieces of card that might once have formed a scrapbook, 

and they display a mixture of subjects from across China and Europe. They date from around 

1869-1877, and seem to be a mixture of original photos, possibly taken by Parker himself, 

and commercially produced prints. However, the disorder of the remainder of the collection 

does not appear to be intentional. There are a number of distinct sets of photos, many of 

which are identified above, which are made up of loose photos or prints dispersed in different 

places throughout the collection. I do not think this was an intentional arrangement, and it 

would be better, in my opinion, to rearrange the collection so that these distinct sets can be 

stored together. 

 

On the spreadsheet, I have also sought to indicate for each item what type of photo or print 

they represent. However, both my technical and historical knowledge of photography are 

limited, and so my categorisation may not always be correct or helpful. The collection would 

benefit from being viewed by a photograph specialist, both for classification and conservation 

purposes. A photograph specialist might also be able to provide estimates regarding the age 

of some of the photos that are undated. 

 

The photographs in the Parker Collection shed important light on Parker’s career in the 

consular service in China, as well as his other travels during this period. They also provide an 

insight into his ongoing interest in China, and East and Southeast Asia more broadly, 

following his return to the UK and move into academia. The photographs also have a wider 

appeal and value. They contain some excellent nineteenth- and early twentieth-century photos, 

particularly of China and Burma, that should be of great interest to scholars of these countries. 

Among these, particularly striking are a number that depict the early stages of the Battle of 

Fuzhou, which was the opening engagement of the Sino-French War of 1884-85.  

 

 

Organisation 

 

The photographs were originally stored in Boxes 13-15 of the E.H. Parker Collection. The 

original numbering of the boxes has been retained, but for reasons of space and improved 

storage, Boxes 13 and 14 have been subdivided into further boxes. The new subdivisions are 

as follows: 

 

Box 13/1 – contains items EHP 13.1 – 41. (items are stored individually and in order). 

 

Box 13/2 – contains items EHP 13.42 – 48. (items are stored in envelopes, except when they 

are too big, in which case they are stored separately, nearby). 

 

Box 13.3 – contains items 13.49 – 77, as well as items 14.4(i), (ii), (iii) (items are stored in 

envelopes or files, except when they are too big, in which case they are stored separately, 

nearby). 

 

Box 14(i) – contains items that are too big to fit into Box 14(ii). These are items 14.15, 21, 22, 

26, 27, 31, 38, 45, 46, 54, 71, 73, 74a, 74c(i), 74c(ii), 74j, 74q, 74bb, 74ee, 74ff, 74jj, 74kk, 

75w) and 14.76. 

 

Box 14(ii) – contains items EHP 14.1 – 14.76, apart from the items listed under Box 14(i). 



 

Box 15 – contains items EHP 15.1 – 5. 

 

Not all of the items in Boxes 13-15 are photographs or images. For details of the other 

material, see ‘A Handlist for the E. H. Parker Collection’. 

 

 

Acquisition 

 

It is not certain when the photographs were acquired by the JRL. Two depositions of material 

relating to Parker are recorded (see ‘A Handlist for the E. H. Parker Collection’ for details of 

these). However, the photographs are not mentioned in the records accompanying these 

depositions, so may have been included with either (or both) of them, or as part of another, 

unrecorded deposition. 


